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Descriptive Summary

Title: Cultural Heritage of Venezuela (3D Models)

Dates: 2018-2020

Collection Number: ARCK-VZ

Creator/Collector: Scott Purdy, Michael Conyers, Milagros Gonzalez, The Arc/k Project, Institutional Assets and Monuments of Venezuela, Colonial Art Museum of Caracas at Quinta de Anauco, University City of Caracas, Fundación Museos Nacionales (Caracas), Palacio de Las Academias (Caracas)

Extent: Over 300 documented 3D objects from Venezuela including public monuments and artworks and museum holdings. Online items available at https://collections.arck-project.org/category/63/cultural-heritage-of-venezuela

Repository: The Arc/k Project
Los Angeles, California 90038

Abstract: Non-profits The Arc/k Project and Institutional Assets and Monuments of Venezuela partnered together to document Venezuela's cultural heritage objects and locations in digital 3D format.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection available for viewing at https://collections.arck-project.org/

Publication Rights
Collection open for all to view

Preferred Citation
Cultural Heritage of Venezuela (3D Models). The Arc/k Project

Acquisition Information
Images donated by volunteers associated with Institutional Assets and Monuments of Venezuela, 3D models processed and archived by the Arc/k Project

Biography/Administrative History
Non-profits The Arc/k Project and Institutional Assets and Monuments of Venezuela partnered together to document Venezuela's cultural heritage objects and locations in digital 3D format.

Scope and Content of Collection
digital 3D formatted objects of public and museum art, objects and locations in Venezuela

Indexing Terms
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